GENERAL NOTES:
1. Exterior walls shall be 8" concrete block with bowen fill throughout the lower zone. Interior block walls shall be 4" concrete block.
2. Heating system may be electrical replacement, conventional gas fired.
3. All exterior doors shall be located in front. All interior doors will be located at living room, main floor family room, and second floor family room.
4. Windows may be used, aluminum or clad. Steel windows or clad steel windows are optional. All windows shall have screens and shall meet State of Michigan energy-savings requirements.

SITE REQUIREMENTS:
1. Max. 10% floor area in glass.
2. Max. 20% floor area opening for ventilation requirements.
3. Max. 20% floor area opening for ventilation requirements.
4. Max. 20% floor area opening for ventilation requirements.
5. Living room windows need to meet the 20% floor area in glass and the 20% floor area opening for ventilation requirements only.
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These reduced plans are for pre-application only, for construction work from blueprints.

Contact the Midwest Plans Service secretary at Michigan State University, E. Lansing, 517-353-3297 for ordering.
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